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Abstract. Given a graph G with n nodes, and two nodes u, v ∈ G, the
CoSimRank value s(u, v) quantifies the similarity between u and v based
on graph topology. Compared to SimRank, CoSimRank is shown to be
more accurate and effective in many real-world applications including
synonym expansion, lexicon extraction, and entity relatedness in knowl-
edge graphs. The computation of all pairwise CoSimRanks in G is highly
expensive and challenging. Existing solutions all focus on devising ap-
proximate algorithms for the computation of all pairwise CoSimRanks.
To attain a desired absolute accuracy guarantee ϵ, the state-of-the-art
approximate algorithm for computing all pairwise CoSimRanks requires
O(n3 log2(ln(

1
ϵ
))) time, which is prohibitively expensive even ϵ is large. In

this paper, we propose RPCS, a fast randomized algorithm for computing
all pairwise CoSimRank values. The basic idea of RPCS is to approximate
the n×n matrix multiplications in CoSimRank computation via random

projection. Theoretically, RPCS runs in O(n
2 ln(n)

ϵ2
ln( 1

ϵ
)) time and mean-

while ensures an absolute error of at most ϵ in each CoSimRank value in
G with a high probability. Extensive experiments using six real graphs
demonstrate that RPCS is more than up to orders of magnitude faster
than the state of the art. In particular, on a million-edge Twitter graph,
RPCS answers the ϵ-approximate (ϵ = 0.1) all pairwise CoSimRank query
within 4 hours, using a single commodity server, while existing solutions
fail to terminate within a day.

Keywords: CoSimRank, random projection, approximate algorithm.

1 Introduction

Measuring node similarity is a fundamental problem in graph analysis and min-
ing. CoSimRank [19] is recently proposed as a powerful similarity measure for
quantifying the similarity between two nodes in a graph based on graph topology.
CoSimRank finds numerous applications, such as synonym expansion and lexicon
extraction in natural language processing, linguistically-informed statistical tool
in Cistern project [6], modeling entity relatedness in knowledge graphs [18, 33],
as well as measuring user similarity in social networks [13].

⋆ Work done while at NUS
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CoSimRank is closely related to existing similarity measures such as Person-
alized PageRank (PPR) [4,8] and SimRank [7]. Given a graph G and two nodes
u, v ∈ G, the PPR value of node v w.r.t node u is defined as the probability
that a random walk starting from node u terminates at node v, which measures
the strength of connections between two nodes instead of their neighborhood
similarity. In contrast, the basic idea of SimRank is that two nodes are consid-
ered to be similar if their neighbors are similar. More specifically, the SimRank
value of node pair (u, v) considers the first meeting time of random walks from u
and v. Combining the ideas of PPR and SimRank, the CoSimRank value s(u, v)
aggregates all possible meeting times of random walks from u and v, resulting in
improved effectiveness than PPR and SimRank in many applications, as shown
in [19], but incurring tremendous computational overheads.

Existing solutions [19, 31, 32] towards CoSimRank computation all focus on
all-pairwise CoSimRank queries. Specifically, given an input graph G with n
nodes, the all-pairwise CoSimRank query asks for approximate CoSimRank val-
ues of all possible node pairs in G. PowerMethod [19] directly applies power
iterations [17] to approximate CoSimRank values iteratively, which involves ex-
pensive matrix multiplications as well as numerous iterations to ensure ϵ absolute
error guarantee in each CoSimRank value. F-CoSim [32] accelerates CoSimRank
computation for given query nodes by first constructing the spanning polytree
structures through breadth-first search. When the query set is the node-set of G,
F-CoSim has the same time complexity as PowerMethod. Co-Simmate [31] reduces
the number of iterations required in PowerMethod by reusing the intermediate re-
sults from previous iterations to speed up the computation in further iterations.
In many practical scenarios [19, 31, 32], high-precision results are not necessary
since a relatively large absolute error guarantee ϵ, e.g., 0.1, in each CoSimRank
value is sufficient for our purpose to identify the similar nodes. Unfortunately, all
these methods entail O(n3) time for matrix multiplications in each iteration, to
attain the desired accuracy ϵ, even ϵ is large. Though we can harness the power
of computing cluster to compute the CoSimRank values w.r.t each node inde-
pendently in parallel, each thread still suffers from an O(n2) time cost, which
is prohibitive for large graphs. Thus, the retrieval of all pairwise CoSimRanks
remains a highly challenging problem.

Motivated by this, we propose RPCS (short for Random Projection-based
CoSimRank), an efficient algorithm for approximate all pairwise CoSimRank
computation. The basic idea is to perform dimensionality reduction on the n×n
random walk matrix of the input graph G to obtain an n×dmatrix (d ≪ n), such
that we can approximate the matrix multiplications in the d-dimensional space
in an efficient manner, thereby avoiding the O(n3) time cost in the course of
computing CoSimRanks. Using Johnson–Lindenstrauss transformation [1, 9, 15]
for the dimensionality reduction, RPCS is able to provide an accuracy guarantee ϵ
on each CoSimRank value in terms of its absolute error with a high probability.
Additionally, RPCS needs the same number of iterations as in PowerMethod but
each iteration consumes O(min{n2/ϵ2, n3}) time, which is favorable and satisfies
our requirements when ϵ < 1√

n
. Extensive experiments using six real graphs



Table 1: Frequently used notations.

Notation Description

G = (V,E) The input graph G with node set V and edge set E.

n,m The number of nodes and edges in G, respectively.

N(vi) The set of out-neighbors of node vi.

d(vi) The out-degree of node vi, i.e., |N(vi)|.

c The damping factor in CoSimRank.

ϵ The absolute error threshold for CoSimRank values.

S The exact CoSimRank matrix (see Equation (1)).

Ŝ The approximate CoSimRank matrix.

demonstrate that RPCS is more than up to orders of magnitude faster than the
state of the art. In particular, on a million-edge Twitter graph, RPCS answers the
ϵ-approximate (ϵ = 0.1) all pairwise CoSimRank query within 4 hours, using a
single commodity server, while existing solutions fail to terminate within a day.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the necessary
background for CoSimRank and the formal problem definition. Related work is
reviewed in Section 3. In Section 4.1, we present our proposed RPCS method and
related analysis. Our solution and existing methods are evaluated in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminary

2.1 Notations and Terminology

Let G = (V,E) be an unweighted graph with n nodes and m edges, where V
and E denote the node and edge sets, respectively. We denote by d(vi) the out-
degree of node vi and by N(vi) the out-neighbors of node vi. For simplicity,
in the following we assume that G is directed. For an undirected graph, we
simply replace each undirected edge (u, v) with two directed ones with opposing
directions, i.e., (u, v) and (v, u).

We denote matrices in bold uppercase, e.g.,M. We useM[i] to denote the i-th
row vector of M, and M[·, j] to denote the j-th column vector of M. In addition,
we use M[i, j] to denote the element at the i-th row and j-th column ofM. Given
an index set I, we letM[I] (resp.M[·, I]) be the matrix block ofM that contains
the row (resp. column) vectors of the indices in I. Let A be the adjacency matrix
of the input graph G, i.e., A[i, j] = 1 if (vi, vj) ∈ E, otherwise A[i, j] = 0. Let
D be the diagonal out-degree matrix of G, i.e., D[i, i] = d(vi) =

∑
vj∈V A[i, j].

We define the transition matrix (a.k.a. random walk matrix) of G is defined as
P = D−1A. Accordingly, Pℓ[i, j] signifies the probability that a ℓ-step (ℓ ≥ 1)



random walk (i.e., the random walk that walks from the current node to the next
node along out-going edges) from node vi would end at node vj . Particularly,
Lemma 1 proves an important property of transition matrix P. Table 1 lists the
frequently-used notations throughout the paper.

Lemma 1. Given any integer k ≥ 1,
∑

vj∈V Pk[i, j] = 1 ∀vi ∈ V holds.

2.2 Problem Definition

Definition 1 presents the formal definition of CoSimRank.

Definition 1 (CoSimRank [19]). Given an input graph G = (V,E) with its
transition matrix P and a damping factor c ∈ (0, 1), the CoSimRank value of
nodes vi and vj (vi, vj ∈ V ) is defined as:

S[i, j] =

∞∑
ℓ=0

cℓ⟨Pℓ[i],Pℓ[j]⟩. (1)

The matrix form of CoSimRank is defined as

S =

∞∑
ℓ=0

cℓPℓ · (Pℓ)⊤. (2)

Since the computation of exact CoSimRank matrix S is infeasible due to in-
volving summing up an infinite series, this paper mainly focuses on ϵ-approximate
all-pairwise CoSimRank query, which is defined as follows.

Definition 2 (ϵ-approximate all pairwise CoSimRank query [31]). Given
an input graph G = (V,E) and an absolute error threshold ϵ ∈ (0, 1

1−c ), ϵ-

approximate all-pairwise CoSimRank query returns an n× n matrix Ŝ that∣∣∣Ŝ[i, j]− S[i, j]
∣∣∣ ≤ ϵ, (3)

holds for every two nodes vi, vj ∈ V , where S[i, j] is the exact CoSimRank value
defined in Eq. (1).

According to Lemma 1, for every two nodes vi, vj ∈ V , we have S[i, j] ≤∑∞
ℓ=0 c

ℓ = 1
1−c . Thus, we require 0 < ϵ < 1

1−c .

3 Related Work

In this section, we first review three algorithms for ϵ-approximate all-pairwise
CoSimRank query, i.e.,, PowerMethod, Co-Simmate, and F-CoSim, that are most
related to our solutions; after that, we simply review other work related to
CoSimRank computation.



Table 2: Theoretical guarantees of ϵ-approximate all-pairwise CoSim-
Rank algorithms.

Name Accuracy Time Complexity

PowerMethod [19] |s(vi, vj)− ŝ(vi, vj)| ≤ ϵ, ∀vi, vj ∈ V O
(
n3 ln( 1

ϵ
)
)

Co-Simmate [31] |s(vi, vj)− ŝ(vi, vj)| ≤ ϵ, ∀vi, vj ∈ V O
(
n3 log2(ln(

1
ϵ
))
)

F-CoSim [32] |s(vi, vj)− ŝ(vi, vj)| ≤ ϵ, ∀vi, vj ∈ V O
(
n3 ln( 1

ϵ
)
)

RPCS P [|s(vi, vj)− ŝ(vi, vj)| ≤ ϵ, ∀vi, vj ∈ V ] ≥ 1− 1
n

O
(
min

{
n2 ln(n)

ϵ2
· ln( 1

ϵ
), n3 ln( 1

ϵ
)
})

PowerMethod. The PowerMethod method is proposed in [19]. It computes a sin-
gle element of S iteratively from an inner product of two k-step random walk
matrices, i.e., Pk and Pk⊤. Specifically, PowerMethod initializes Ŝ(0) = I, and
then in k-th iteration computes

Ŝ(k) = cPŜ(k−1)P⊤ + Ŝ(0). (4)

Let t = ln((1−c)ϵ)
ln(c) − 1. After t iterations, we have that for every two nodes

vi, vj ∈ V ,∣∣∣Ŝ(t)[i, j]− S[i, j]
∣∣∣ = ∞∑

k=0

ckPk[i] ·Pk[j]−
t∑

k=0

ckPk[i] ·Pk[j]

=

∞∑
k=t+1

ckPk[i] ·Pk[j]

≤
∞∑

k=t+1

ck =
c

1− c
−

t∑
k=1

ck =
ct+1

1− c
= ϵ,

which exactly satisfies Equation (3). The computation of Ŝ involves a time com-
plexity of O(n3 ln( 1ϵ )). This time complexity consists of two parts: the first part is
for matrix multiplications in Equation (4) requires O(n3) time, while the second
part comes from the t iterations.

Co-Simmate. Co-Simmate [31] further reduces the theoretical time complexity
of PowerMethod to O(n3 log2(ln(

1
ϵ ))) by reorganizing Equation (4) and reusing

the intermediate results from previous iterations to facilitate the computation
in further iterations in PowerMethod. Initially, Co-Simmate sets Ŝ(0) = I and
Q(0) = P. Subsequently, it iteratively calculates

Ŝ(k) = Ŝ(k−1) + c2
k

· (Q(k−1)Ŝ(k−1)Q(k−1)⊤),

Q(k) = Q(k)2.
(5)

According to [31], applying Equation (5) with t = max{0, log2(
ln((1−c)ϵ)

ln(c) −1)+1}
iterations is sufficient to produce an approximate CoSimRank matrix Ŝ(t) satis-



fying Equation (3). Therefore, the computational time complexity of Co-Simmate
is O(n3 log2(ln(

1
ϵ ))).

F-CoSim. F-CoSim [32] is based on the following ideas. First, F-CoSim decomposes
G into G = T ⊕ (G⊖T ), where T is a “spanning polytree” and can be viewed as
the old graph, while G⊖ T can be viewed as the graph update. After that, due
to the special “polytree” structure of T , the authors devised a fast algorithm to
compute CoSimRank values ŜT over T . Finally, F-CoSim computes the changes
of ŜT in response to the graph update G ⊖ T . Given a set of nodes I and
the number of iterations t as inputs, F-CoSim returns approximate CoSimRank
values Ŝ[·, I] in O(n2|I|t) time in the worst case, which leads to time complexity

of O(n3t) if we let I = V . Since F-CoSim also computes Ŝ in an iterative way, t

is also required to be set as ln((1−c)ϵ)
ln(c) − 1 in order to attain the desired accuracy

ϵ. Hence, the total time complexity of F-CoSim for ϵ-approximate all pairwise
CoSimRank query is bounded by O(n3 ln( 1ϵ )).

In [32], the dynamic scheme, D-CoSim, is proposed for CoSimRank compu-
tation over evolving graphs. Second-order CoSimRank is introduced in [13] to
effectively measure node similarities in social networks. Dhulipala et al. devel-
oped a parallel algorithm for single-source CoSimRank queries based on Graph
Based Benchmark Suite (GBBS) [3].

Additionally, observe that the definition of CoSimRank (see Equation (2))
is closely associated with PPR and SimRank. Due to the rapid advancements
in approximate PPR and SimRank computations, a promising idea for the effi-
cient CoSimRank computation might be utilizing these approximate PPR al-
gorithms [5, 14, 21, 25, 26, 29, 30] or recent approximate SimRank algorithms
[20,22,24,27,28]. However, most of these methods are designed for single-source
PPR/SimRank queries instead of all pairwise queries and it is non-trivial to
have them tailored for CoSimRank computation. Thus, in this paper, we do not
discuss how to exploit these methods for CoSimRank computation and leave it
as future work.

Table 2 compares the theoretical assurance of our proposed algorithm against
that of existing algorithms in terms of accuracy and complexity. Our proposed
RPCS answers ϵ-approximate all pairwise CoSimRank query successfully with

probability 1− 1
n using O

(
min

{
n2 ln(n)

ϵ2 · ln( 1ϵ ), n
3 ln( 1ϵ )

})
time. In the following

section, we elaborate details and theoretical analysis of RPCS.

4 The RPCS Algorithm

This section presents our randomized algorithm, i.e., RPCS, for answering ϵ-
approximate all-pairwise CoSimRank queries. Observe that the tremendous over-
heads incurred by the CoSimRank computation are caused by the n× n matrix
multiplications between Pk and Pk⊤. A fundamental tool to speed up the ma-
trix multiplication is approximating the results in a d-dimensional (d ≪ n)
space through random projection such that the pairwise distance can be pre-
served within a certain error. Johnson–Lindenstrauss transformation [1, 9, 15]



Algorithm 1: RPCS

Input: An input graph G, c, ϵ, pf , δ.

Output: Ŝ.

1 t←
⌈

ln(1− c−(1−c)ϵ
c(1−δ)

)

ln(c)

⌉
;

2 d←

⌈
2 ln( n2

2pf
)

δ−ln(1+δ)

⌉
;

3 if d ≥ n then
4 Q← P

5 else

6 Generate T ∈ Rn×d ∼ N (0, 1); ▷ O(nd) time

7 Q← 1√
d
·PT; ▷ O(md) time

8 H(1) ←
√
c ·Q; Ŝ← I+H(1) ·H(1)⊤; ▷ O(n2d) time

9 for k ← 2 to t do

10 H(k) ←
√
cP ·H(k−1); ▷ O(md) time

11 Ŝ← Ŝ+H(k) ·H(k)⊤; ▷ O(n2d) time

12 return Ŝ;

allows us to reduce the dimension from n to d that is independent of n. In this
way, the matrix multiplications can be done in O(n2d) time. Although John-
son–Lindenstrauss transformation is mainly devised for preserving the Euclidean
distance between two vectors accurately, it is also able to preserve the inner prod-
uct of two vectors within a certain error, which will be shown to be sufficient
for our purpose. We illustrate our proposed algorithm in Section 4.1, followed
by a theoretical analysis of RPCS in terms of accuracy and complexity in Sec-
tion 4.2. Section 4.3 discusses the choice of parameter δ used in RPCS to achieve
the optimal running time in practice.

4.1 Main Algorithm

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of RPCS, which takes an input graph G,
damping factor c ∈ (0, 1), absolute error threshold ϵ, failure probability pf ,

and parameter δ as inputs. Initially, RPCS calculates t =

⌈
ln(1− c−(1−c)ϵ

c(1−δ)
)

ln(c)

⌉
and

d =

⌈
2 ln( n2

2pf
)

δ−ln(1+δ)

⌉
(Lines 1-2). If d ≥ n, meaning that projecting P to an n × d

matrix leads to an O(n3) time or even higher time costs, we can set Q = P
instead to ensure that the time complexity incurred in matrix multiplications is
bounded by O(n3), and thus, RPCS degrades to PowerMethodmethod. Otherwise,
an n×d projection matrixT is generated, where each entry is an independent and
identically distributed random variable sampled from a Gaussian N (0, 1) (Lines
3-7), and RPCS initializes Q = 1√

d
·PT. After that, Algorithm 1 sets H(1) = Q



and computes Ŝ = I + H(1) · H(1)⊤ (Lines 8-9). Subsequently, RPCS iteratively

computes approximate CoSimRank matrix Ŝ with t−1 iterations. Specifically, in
k-th iteration, RPCS computesH(k) =

√
cP·H(k−1) and increase Ŝ byH(k)·H(k)⊤

(Lines 10-11). Finally, Algorithm 1 returns Ŝ as an approximation of CoSimRank
matrix S.

4.2 Analysis

Before analyzing the accuracy guarantee of Algorithm 1, we first introduce the
following lemmas.

Lemma 2 ((Preservation of inner products [10]). Let δ, pf ∈ (0, 1) and

d ≥ 2 ln(1/p′
f )

δ−ln(1+δ) . Let T be an n × d matrix, where each entry is sampled i.i.d.

from a Gaussian N (0, 1). Given any two vectors zi, zi ∈ Rn, we define xi =
1√
d
· ziT, xj =

1√
d
· zjT. Then, we have

P
[∣∣xi · x⊤

j − zi · z⊤j
∣∣ ≤ δ · ||zi|| · ||zj ||

]
≥ 1− p′f . (6)

By applying union bound to Lemma 2, we obtain the following corollary:

Lemma 3. Let δ, pf ∈ (0, 1) and d ≥ 2 ln(1/p′
f )

δ−ln(1+δ) . Let T be an n×d matrix, where

each entry is sampled i.i.d. from a Gaussian N (0, 1). We define Q = 1√
d
·PT,

where P is the transition matrix of an input graph G. Then, for every two nodes
vi, vj ∈ V , the following inequality holds:

P

[∣∣Q[i] ·Q[j]⊤ −P[i] ·P[j]⊤
∣∣ ≤ δ√

d(vi) · d(vj)

]
≥ 1−

n2p′f
2

.

Proof. First, note that for any node vi ∈ V ,

||P[i]|| =

√√√√ ∑
vj∈N(vi)

1

d2(vi)
=

√
d(vi)

d2(vi)
=

√
1

d(vi)
. (7)

According to Lemma 2, for any two nodes vi, vj ∈ V , we have

P

[∣∣Q[i] ·Q[j]⊤ −P[i] ·P[j]⊤
∣∣ > δ√

d(vi) · d(vj)

]
≤ p′f . (8)

Using union bound over all
(
n
2

)
= n(n−1)

2 node pairs, for every two nodes vi, vj ∈
V , we have

P

[∣∣Q[i] ·Q[j]⊤ −P[i] ·P[j]⊤
∣∣ > δ√

d(vi) · d(vj)

]
≤

n2p′f
2

, (9)

which completes our proof. □



Based on the above analysis, we establish the accuracy guarantee of RPCS as
follows:

Theorem 1. Given a damping factor c ∈ (0, 1), failure probability pf and an

absolute error threshold ϵ as inputs to Algorithm 1, Ŝ is returned. Then, for
every two nodes vi, vj ∈ V , ∣∣∣Ŝ[i, j]− S[i, j]

∣∣∣ ≤ ϵ

holds with probability at least 1− pf .

Proof. By Lines 6-9, H(k) =
√
c
k
Pk−1Q.

Ŝ− S = I+

t∑
k=1

H(k)H(k)⊤ −
∞∑
k=0

ckPkPk⊤

=

t∑
k=1

ckPk−1(QQ⊤)(Pk−1)⊤ −
t∑

k=1

ckPkPk⊤ −
∞∑

k=t+1

ckPkPk⊤

=

t∑
k=1

ckPk−1(QQ⊤ −PP⊤)(Pk−1)⊤ −
∞∑

k=t+1

ckPkPk⊤

Let E be an n × n matrix, in which (i, j) entry is equal to δ√
d(vi)·d(vj)

. Using

Lemma 3 with d =

⌈
2 ln( n2

2pf
)

δ−ln(1+δ)

⌉
, we have that with probability at least 1− pf , we

then obtain

∥Ŝ− S∥max ≤

∥∥∥∥∥
t∑

k=1

ckPk−1E(Pk−1)⊤ +

∞∑
k=t+1

ckPk ·Pk⊤

∥∥∥∥∥
max

.

According to Lemma 1, for every two nodes vi, vj ∈ V ,

∥Ŝ− S∥max ≤
t∑

k=1

ckδ +

∞∑
k=t+1

ck =
c

1− c
− (1− δ) ·

t∑
k=1

ck

=
c

1− c
(1− (1− δ) · (1− ct)),

According to Line 1 in Algorithm 1, t =

⌈
ln(1− c−(1−c)ϵ

c(1−δ)
)

ln(c)

⌉
, we have ∥Ŝ−S∥max ≤ ϵ,

i.e.,
∣∣∣Ŝ[i, j]− S[i, j]

∣∣∣ ≤ ϵ ∀vi, vj ∈ V , with probability at least 1−pf . The theorem

is proved. □

First, the space complexity is O(n2) since we need to store the CoSimRank
values for all possible node pairs in G. Considering the case where d ≥ n (Line



4 in Algorithm 1), RPCS degrades to PowerMethod method, and thus, the time
complexity is O

(
n3 ln

(
1
δ

))
.

Next, we discuss the case where d < n (Lines 6-7 in Algorithm 1). According
to [1], the generation of T requires O(nd) time (Line 6). In k-th iteration, the
computation of H(k) costs O(md) time and O(nd) space, while the computation

of Ŝ requires O(n2d) time and O(n2) space. By Lines 1-2 in Algorithm 1, we need

to set d =

⌈
2 ln( n2

2pf
)

δ−ln(1+δ)

⌉
and t =

⌈
ln(1− c−(1−c)ϵ

c(1−δ)
)

ln(c)

⌉
iterations in total. Therefore,

the overall time complexity is

O
(
mdt+ n2dt

)
= O

(
n2dt

)
= O

n2 ln

(
n2

2pf

)
·
ln
(

c(1−δ)
(1−c)ϵ−cδ

)
δ − ln (1 + δ)

 , (10)

Since δ ∈ (0, 1) and (1 − c)ϵ − cδ > 0, we obtain 0 < δ < (1−c)·ϵ
c . According

to the inequality ln (1 + δ) ≤ δ − δ2/2 + δ3/3 ∀δ ≥ 0, the time complexity in

Equation (10) is bounded by O(n
2 ln(n)
ϵ2 ln( 1ϵ )) when letting δ = (1−c)·ϵ

2c . To sum
up, the time complexity of RPCS is

O

(
min

{
n2 ln(n)

ϵ2
· ln(1

ϵ
), n3 ln(

1

ϵ
)

})
.

In the subsequent subsection, we elaborate how to minimize the practical time
cost in Equation (10) by carefully picking δ.

Remark. According to [2, 23], setting d to

⌈
ln( n2

2pf
)

2(δ−ln(1+δ))

⌉
is good enough for

Johnson–Lindenstrauss transformation to achieve the desired accuracy in prac-
tice. The gap between the theoretic bound and practical one is due to the union
bound used in the proof of Lemma 3.

4.3 Choosing δ

In the following, we explain the rationale of Algorithm 2 for choosing δ. Accord-
ing to Equation (10), the total time complexity of RPCS is linear to

f(δ) =
ln
(

c(1−δ)
(1−c)ϵ−cδ

)
δ − ln (1 + δ)

. (11)

Recall that 0 < δ < (1−c)
c · ϵ. Therefore, to achieve the minimum time cost, the

aim is then to find a value for δ such that f(δ) is minimized, i.e.,

min
0<δ<

(1−c)
c ·ϵ

f(δ). (12)

f(δ) is a convex function when δ is in range (0, (1−c)
c · ϵ). Thus, we can find an

approximate minimum value for f(δ) by using a ternary search algorithm [12],



Algorithm 2: TernarySearch

Input: c, ϵ.
Output: δ.

1 δl ← 0, δu ← 1−c
c
· ϵ;

2 while true do

3 δ′l ← δl +
δu−δl

3
;

4 δ′u ← δu − δu−δl
3

;
5 if δ′u ≤ δ′l or δu − δl ≤ 1−c

1000c
· ϵ then break;

6 if f(δ′l) < f(δ′u) then
7 δl ← δ′l;

8 else
9 δu ← δ′u;

10 δ ← δl+δu
2

;
11 return δ;

as presented in Algorithm 2. Specifically, Algorithm 2 takes damping factor c
and error threshold ϵ as inputs and then computes the initial lower bound δl = 0
and upper bound δu = 1−c

c · ϵ for δ (Line 1). Subsequently, Algorithm 2 starts
iterations to update the lower bound δl and upper bound δu. In each iteration,
Algorithm 2 first computes δ′l = δl +

δu−δl
3 and δ′u = δu − δu−δl

3 (Lines 3-4).
If δ′u ≤ δ′l or δu − δl ≤ 1−c

1000c · ϵ, the lower bound δl is very close to the upper
bound δu, and thus, we can terminate the search of the lower and upper bounds
(Line 5). When the termination condition is not satisfied, Algorithm 2 updates
the lower bound δl = δ′l if f(δ′l) < f(δ′u), otherwise δu = δ′u (Lines 6-9), and
proceeds to next iteration. Finally, Algorithm 2 computes δ = δl+δu

2 and returns
it (Lines 10-11). Note that when δu−δl ≤ 1−c

1000c ·ϵ, Algorithm 2 finishes searching.

Hence, Algorithm 2 requires log3

(
(1−c)·ϵ

c · 1000c
(1−c)·ϵ

)
= log3 (1000) iterations in a

worst case.

5 Experiments

We experimentally evaluate our proposed RPCS against two competitors in terms
of efficiency on 6 real datasets. All experiments are conducted on a Linux ma-
chine powered by an Intel Xeon(R) Gold 6240@2.60GHz CPU and 377GB RAM.
Source codes of all methods are implemented in Python and all matrices are rep-
resented in a sparse form to avoid unnecessary space overheads.

5.1 Experimental Setting

Datasets. We experiment with six real-world graphs that are used in previ-
ous work [31, 32], which are taken from [11]. Table 3 lists the statistics of the



Table 3: Statistics for Datasets.

Name #Nodes (n) #Edges (m) Type

Facebook 4,039 88,234 undirected

as-735 7,716 26,467 undirected

ca-HepPh 12,008 237,010 undirected

email-Enron 36,692 183,831 directed

Twitter 81,306 1,768,149 directed

Google+ 107,614 13,673,453 directed

datasets. as-735 (AS)1 is a communication network of autonomous systems ex-
tracted from the Border Gateway Protocol logs, where an edge represents a
who-talks-to-whom relationship. ca-HepPh2 is a collaboration graph from the
arXiv High Energy Physics, where each node is an author and each edge rep-
resents a collaboration relationship. email-Enron3 is an email communication
network collected from Enron, in which each node signifies an email address and
there is an edge between two nodes if at least one email is sent between them.
Facebook4, Twitter5, and Google+6 are social networks used in [16].

Parameter Settings. We compare RPCS against PowerMethod, Co-Simmate,
and F-CoSim in terms of efficiency for ϵ-approximate all-pairwise CoSimRank
queries. Following prior work [31], we set damping factor c = 0.8, meaning that
ϵ should be in range (0, 5). In our experiments, we vary absolute error threshold
ϵ in range {1.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05}. We report the running time (measured in wall-
clock time) of each algorithm on each dataset with various ϵ settings. Note that
the y-axis is in log-scale and the measurement unit for running time is second
(sec). We omit any methods if they can not terminate within two days or run
out of memory.

5.2 Efficiency Evaluation

Figure 1 plots the running time of RPCS, PowerMethod and Co-Simmate on six
datasets when varying ϵ in {1.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05}. First, observe that Co-Simmate
runs much slower than PowerMethod, which is inconsistent with their theoretical
time complexities as introduced in Section 3. The reason is that the transition
matrix P is often very sparse in practice, making the empirical running time
of PowerMethod far less than its theoretical time. Moreover, PowerMethod only

1 http://www.cise.ufl.edu/research/sparse/matrices/SNAP/as-735.html
2 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/ca-HepPh.html
3 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/email-Enron.html
4 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/ego-Facebook.html
5 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/ego-Twitter.html
6 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/ego-Gplus.html

http://www.cise.ufl.edu/research/sparse/matrices/SNAP/as-735.html
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/ca-HepPh.html
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/email-Enron.html
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/ego-Facebook.html
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/ego-Twitter.html
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/ego-Gplus.html
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Fig. 1: Running time with varying ϵ.

requires updating Ŝk based on Equation (4), while Co-Simmate needs to compute

Ŝk and Q(k) in each iteration, which involves additional matrix multiplications.
Another observation we can make from Figure 1 is that, on small graphs includ-
ing Facebook, as-735 and ca-HepPh, RPCS is 2-9× faster than PowerMethod when
ϵ ≥ 0.2, and requires almost the same time as PowerMethod when ϵ ≤ 0.1. This
is due to that on small graphs, a small ϵ value is likely to lead to d ≥ n, and
thus, RPCS degrades to PowerMethod. On the million-edge graph Twitter, RPCS
consistently outperforms PowerMethod by up to three orders of magnitude. For
instance, when ϵ = 0.1, RPCS requires 3.7 hours while PowerMethod costs about
1.2 days on Twitter dataset. For the largest Google+ dataset, our solution RPCS

is the only viable solution to obtain approximate all pairwise CoSimRank values
when varying ϵ from 0.1 to 1.0 on a single server, while both PowerMethod and
Co-Simmate run out of memory and fail to return results. This implies that RPCS
consumes much fewer space costs in practice compared with PowerMethod and
Co-Simmate.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents RPCS, a random projection-based method for answering ϵ-
approximate all pairwise CoSimRank query with ϵ worst-case absolute error in

each CoSimRank value with a high probability. RPCS requires O(n
2 ln(n)
ϵ2 ln( 1ϵ ))

time to process all node pairs in the graph. In many practical scenarios, a rela-
tively large absolute error guarantee ϵ in each CoSimRank value is sufficient for



our purpose to identify similar nodes. RPCS is up to orders of magnitude faster
than prior work in such scenarios. However, RPCS suffers from an expensive time
complexity of O(n4) when high-precision results are desired, e.g., 1

n . In the fu-
ture work, we will study how to answer ϵ-approximate all pairwise CoSimRank
query in O(n2 ln (n) ln ( 1ϵ )) time.
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